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1. Introduction 
For many years the stochastic averaging method (SAM) has been a very useful 
tool for investigating non-linear random vibration systems, see e.g. [1-5]. However, 
the effect of some non-linear terms cannot be investigated by using the classical 
first order SAM. The procedure for obtaining higher approximate solutions for 
the Fokker-Planck (FP) equation was developed in [6, 7] and then applied to Van 
der Pol oscillator under white noise excitation [8]. In the paper this procedure is 
further developed to non-linear systems of Duffi.ng and Van der Pol types taking 
into account some second order non-linear terms. It is shown that the effect of 
this non-linearity can be detected by the procedure proposed while it cannot be 
investigated by using the classical first prder stochastic averaging method (SAM). 
2. SAM of coefficients in FP equation 
Consider a. single- degree- of freedom system whose motion equation takes 
the form 
(2.1) 
where w, u are positive constants, c: is a positive small parameter, h and h are 
functions in x and :i;. The random excitation E(t) is a Gaussian white noise process 
with unit intensity. Using the following change of variables 
{ 
x = acos<p 
:i; = :-wasincp, cp = wt + O(t) 
one gets the Ito differential equation system [4] 
{ 
da 
dcp 
= (c:k 1 + c:2 r1)dt- .,fi usincpd~(t) 
wa 
= (w + e:k2 + c: 2r2 )dt- .,fi ucoscpde(t) 
wa 
1 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where 
{ 
k . a
2 
2 ft (a, <p) . f2 (a, 'P) . 
=---cos <p- sm!p, r 1 = sm'P 1 2w 2a w w . 
k 2 · - a
2 
sin 2<,0 ······· h (a,<p)tos<p;' r 2 = !2(11,, 'P) tosij:i 2w 2 a 2 wa wa 
(2.4) 
J;(a,cp) = J;(x,:i:)lx=acos<p, :i:=-wasin<p (i = 1•2)· 
The FP equation for the stationary probability density function W( a, <p) cor-
responding to the system (2.3) takes the form [6, 7]; 
8¢> [ ] [ ] 2(8r1 8r2 a,p . 8¢>) w-=-c:k;,k;·ltjJ -g -· +-+r1-+r2-8<p J 8a 8<p aa 8!p (2.5) 
where 
,P(a, <p) =In W(a, 'P) (2.6) 
[k; k; ·]P.[t/J] = (8k1 + 8k2 _! 8
2ku _ 82k12 _! 82k22 ) 
' J 8a 8!p 2 8a2 8a8<p 2 8!p 2 
+ (k1 _ 8ku _ 8k12) 8¢> + (k2 _ ak12 _ 8k22) 8¢> 8a 8!p 8a 8a 8<p 8<p 
- !{ku [82¢> + (8¢>)2] + 2k12( 82¢> + 8¢>. 8</>) 
2 8a2 8a 8a8<p 8a 8!p 
[ 82 ,p ( 8</> ) 2] } +k22 8'P2 + . 8<p (2.7) 
2 0"2 0"2 
k 0",2 k . k 2 11 = - 2 sm <p, 12 = - 2- sm 2<p, 22 = - 2 2 cos <p. w 2wa wa (2.8) 
According to [6, 7] a solution of Eq. (2.5) can be found in the form: 
,P(a,'P) = t/>o(a,<p) + c:<f>1(a,'P) + c:2¢>2(a,<p) + ... (2.9) 
Substituting (2.9) into (2.5) and comparing the coefficients of like powers of c 
one obtains a system of separable equations for the unknown functions <Pn (a, 'P) 
(n = 0,1,2, ... ) as follows: 
8</>o 
w-=0 
8<p . 
w ~~ =- [k;, k;j]P.[<Po] 
w~~ = [k;,k;j]P.[t/Jo,</>1] 
w~~ = [k;,k;j]t[</>o,</>1,¢>2] 
2 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
where the operators [k;,k;j]l[c;ba,c;bi], [k;,k;j]l[c;bo,4>t,4>2] are defined as 
[ l [ ] - ( _ 8k11 _ 8k12) 8<Pt _ k (k _ 8k12 _ 8k22) 8</Jt k;, k;i l <Po, cPl - - kt aa 8<p aa 2 2 aa 8<p 8<p 
!k (82¢1 · 2 8c;bo 84>t) + k ( 8
2
<Pt + 8c;bo84>t + 8c;bo 84>1) 
+ 2 11 8a2 + a a aa 12 8a8<p aa 8<p 8<p a a 
k (824>1 2 a,P0 8<Pt) _ (8r1 + 8r2 +r 8c;bo +r 8c;bo) (2.14) + 22 8<p2 + 8<p 8<p aa 8<p 1 aa 2 8<p ' 
From (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) one gets: 
<Po = <Po (a) 
. 1 J cP1 (a, 'P) = - w [k;, k;i]l[ <Po] d<p + <Pto( a) = <Pu (a, 'P) + <P10(a) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
The arbitrary integration function <;i>,.0 (a) must be chosen from the condition 
for the function <Pn+t (a, <p) to be periodic in <p. In particular, for n = 0, one gets: 
(2.19) 
where 0 denotes the averaging operator with respect to phase <p: 
2.-
(F(<p)) = _!_ J F(~p)d<p. 
271" 
(2.20) 
0 
From (2.29) one gets: 
J 2(kt) <Po(a) = (ku) da, W0 (a) = exp { c;6 0 (a) }. (2.21) 
3 
Following the proposed procedure one has the third approximate solution to the 
FP equation (2.5) in the form: 
W(a, <p) = exp {4>e(a)+ •14>lo(a), l1'>10(a, cp)J+•2 [4>2o(a) =.P22(a, <p )] }· (2.22) 
From (2.22) one obtains the approximate mean square response in the form: 
211" 00 
E[x2] =I I a 2 cos2cpexp{¢o(a) +•[¢w(a) +4>u(a,cp)] 
0 0 
(2.23) 
3. Application 
In order to illustrate this procedure we consider two following oscillators with 
non-linear stiffness and damping. 
3.1. Modified Duffing oscillator 
Consider the following Duffing equation with second order non-linear term: 
(3.1) 
where {3, 1 and hare constants and h, f3 > 0. In this case one gets: 
(3.2) 
Using (3.2) for (2.4) one gets: 
0"2 h (h 0"2 ) f3 3 • f3 3 • 
= 4w2a- a+ a+ 4w2a cos2cp+ 4wa sm2cp+ Bwa sm4<p 
= 
313 
a 2 - (h + o-2
2 
) sin 2cp + p_a2 cos 2<p + p_a2 cos 4<p (3·3) 
8w 2wa 2w 8w 
Using (2.10), (2.13), (2.14) and {2.16), after some calculations one obtains the 
second approximate probability density function in the form: 
W(a,cp) = Wo(a) exp { •[<l>w(a) + <l>u(a, cp)]} 
4 
(3.4) 
where: 
{ 2hw2 } W0 (a) = Caexp - --;;2a2 
C is a normalization constant 
J tf>to(a) 
l t/>u(a) 
=- ("~w2 + 3(3h) a4 
8u2 8u2 
(3h 
= --2 a
4 (4cos 2tp + cos4tp). 
811 
The probability density function W (a, tp) must satisfy the condition: 
lim W(a,tp) = 0. 
a~oo 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Thus, the parameter "/ must he chosen such that the coefficient of a4 in the ex-
pression of W (a, 'P) is negative. Hence, ·from (3.6) one gets: 
8(3h 
"'> -- 0 w2 (3.8) 
On the other hand, using the classical SAM [5] one obtain the probability density 
function of amplitude as follows: 
{/ 
2(kt +rt) } { 2hw2 2 ryw2 4 } W(a) = exp (ku) da = Caexp -:- --;;2a - c: 8112 a . (3.9) 
It can he seen that the results in (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and in (3.9) are different from 
each other and the effect of the non-linear term (3x3 is lost in (3.9). 
Using (3.4}, (3.5) and (3.6) one gets the approximate mean square response: 
E[ 2] - ~ - (6(3h + "fW2)u4 2 X - h 2 E: h3 6 + E: •• , 4 w 32 w (3.10) 
We consider the case w = (3 = 11 = 1, h = 0.25. So, the condition for "' in 
(3.8) becomes 
"' > -2. (3.11) 
The mean square responses corresponding to some different values of the 
coefficient "' are given in Table 1. One can see the effect of second order non-
linear term c:2ryx2 :i:: If "' > 0 the non-linear term c:2"(x2 :i; reduces the mean square 
response E[x2 ] and increases it if: 
-2 <"' < 0 (3.12) 
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Table 1. Mean-square response to Duffing system 
(Effect of second order non-linear coefficient '1) 
N 
"' 
E[x2] 
1 -1 1-c-+c-2 ... 
2 -0.5 1- 2c- + c-2 ••• 
3 0 1- 3c- + c-2 ••• 
4 o.s- 1-4c- + c-2 ••• 
5 1 1-5c-+c-2 ... 
3.2. Modified Van der Pol oscillator 
Now we consider the nonlinear system described by the equation 
where '1, f3 > 0. In this cases one gets: 
fr(x,x) = (1- -yx2)x, h(x,x) = -(Jx3 
a2 
= (1- -ya2 cos 2 10)asin2 \0 + - 2- cos2 \0 2w a 
2 
= (1 - -ya2 cos 2 \0) sin \0 cos \0- ~ 2 sin \0 cos <p w a 
f3a3 cos3 \0 sin \0 f3a2 cos4 \0 
w· w 
Similarly, one gets the third approximate density function as follows: 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
W(a, <p) = W0 (a) exp { c-[.Pro(a) + ¢> 11 (a,\O)] + c-2 [¢>2o(a) + .P22(a,<p)]} (3.16) 
where 
C is a normalization constant. 
{ 
.Pro(a) 
.Pu(a, \0) 
=0 
= '1 (12~a2 + 4w2 a2 - -yw6 a6 ) sin2(0 
32wa2 
+ -yw
2 
("Ya2 - 4a4 ) sin 4<p 64a 
6 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) . 
¢22 (a, <,o) = 0 1 (a) cos2<p + C2(a) cos 4<p + Ca(a) cos 6<p ± C4(a) cos 8<p (3.20) 
(3.21) 
C3 (a) 
Using the classical SAM one gets the approximate probability density function: 
(3.22). 
So, one can see that the effect of the nonlinear term c 2{3x3 cannot be shown 
in (3.22) by using the classical SAM, but it can be detected in the higher order 
approximate probability density function (3.16) - (3.21). The approximate mean 
square response in this case takes the form: 
. where 
211", 00 
E[x2 ] =I I a2 cos 2 <pW(a, <,o)dad<p = E[x2 ]0 + c2 E[x2]2 + ... 
0 0 
7 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
E[x2 ]2 = { 21 aexp (;: a2 - ~;: a4 ) da 1 a3 exp c: a2 - ~;: a4 ) [ ¢20 ( a) 
--- --o-- ------- - --- - -o- --- --- ----- -----
3(¢~1(a,cp)) C1(a)]d 
+ 4 +-2- a 
-la3 exp (;: a2 - ~;: a4 )da 1 aexp (;: a2 - ~;: a4 ) [¢20 (a) 
0 0 
+ (¢~ 1 (a,cp)]da} 
00 
. 
1 (3.25) 
2 
4[j aexp(;:a2 - ~;:a4)dar 
0 
_We consider the case where w = 1 = 1, c = 0.2. The mean square responses 
cor~esponding to the different values of the coefficient {3 and the intensity of while 
noise a 2 are given in Table 2. It is seen that the mean square response for {3 = 0 
is greater than that for values {3 > 0. Hence, the non-linear terms c:2 {3x 3 reduces 
the mean square response. 
Table 2. Mean- square response to Van der Pol system 
(Effect of second order non-linear coefficient {3) 
E[x2] 
N a2 
{3=0 {3 = 5 {3 = 10 {3 = 15 
1 0.1 0.2091 0.2038 0.2023 0.2012 
2 1.0 0.3754 0.3652 0.3568 0.3479 
3 5.0 0.7243 0.7135 0.6974 0.6678 
4 10.0 0.9634 0.9476 0.9256 0.9074 
5 20.0 1.2954 1.2015 1.1845 1.1626 
4. Conclusion 
For many years the stochastic averaging method has been a very useful tool 
for investigating non-linear random vibration systems. However, the effect of some 
non-linear terms cannot be investigated by using the classical first order SAM. In 
8 
the paper, in the exl}mples of two nonlinear systems this difficulty may be overcome 
by considering higher approximate solutions of SAM and we can see the influence 
of second order non-linear terms on the system response. 
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ANH HUONG cuA cAc s6 H~NG PHI TUYEN B~c HAI 
PhU"ong phap trung blnh ngh nhien b~c nhitt kinh dign da dm!C ap dvng 
9 
r{ing rai doi v6i ca.c h~ CCI h9c phi tuy~n, tuy nhien phll"ang phap nay khOng tM 
hi~n dU"<;rc nhi~u hi~u U'!lg phi tuy~n cda h~ dang xet. Trong bai bao nay cac tac 
gill. trl.nh bay phU"ctng phap xac djnh nghi~m x3:p xi b~c cao etta phU"ang trlnh 
Fokker-Planck. Ke't qua ap d1p1g cho cac h~ dao d{ing di)Jlg Dulling va Van der 
Pol cho tha:y ro hl~u U'!lg-cda-c~c so h<!-ngphituygn-b~c !laTtrong x~pxfh~c-cao 
etta ham m~t d9 xac su3:t ciing nhll" trong dap U'!lg blnh phU"ang trung blnh. 
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